Abstract One paradigm of random monoallelic gene expression is that of T-cell receptor (TCR) allelic exclusion in T lymphocytes. However, the dynamics that sustain asymmetric choice in TCR dual allele usage and the production of TCR monoallelic expressing T-cells remain poorly understood. Here, we develop a computational model to explore a scheme of TCR allelic exclusion based on the stochastic initiation of DNA rearrangement [V(D)J recombination] at homologous alleles in T-cell progenitors, and thus account for the genotypic profiles typically associated with allelic exclusion in differentiated T-cells. Disturbances in these dynamics at the level of an individual allele have limited consequences on these profiles, a robust feature of the system that is underscored by our simulations. Our study predicts a biological system in which locus-specific, prime epigenetic allelic activation effects set the stage to both optimize the production of TCR allelically excluded T-cells and curtail the emergence of their allelically included counterparts.
Introduction
In developing T and B lymphocytes, T-cell receptor (TCR) and immunoglobulin (Ig) genes are assembled from separate variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments in a process called V(D)J recombination (Schatz and Swanson, 2011; Alt et al., 2013) . This biochemical reaction relies on the lymphoid-specific RAG1 and RAG2 proteins. The RAG1/2 machinery cleaves DNA at asymmetric recombination signal sequences (12-and 23-RSS) that flank each pair of rearrangeable gene segments. The resultant DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs) are repaired by components of the non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway to yield coding-and signal-joints (CJs and SJs).
Coding joints often display limited deletion and/or addition of nucleotides. Randomization of CJ sequences, while contributing to immune cell diversity, ultimately only yields, on average, one third of productively (in-frame) assembled TCR/Ig genes. V(D)J recombination obeys genetic programs that integrate signaling cues from generated receptors to sustain cell development in distinct T-and B-cell lineages. For example, during T-cell development in the mouse thymus, TCR gene recombination occurs in CD4/CD8 double negative (DN)2 and DN3 evolutionary thymocytes, with D -to-J rearrangement preceding V -to-DJ joining.
Expression of a productively rearranged V DJ CJ (hereafter VDJ+) and formation of a primary receptor, namely the pre-TCR, triggers further differentiation into DN4 cells and subsequently CD4/CD8 double positive (DP) cells. This developmental shift is known as -selection. V(D)J recombination is arrested during this period of cell differentiation. It resumes in DP cells by selectively targeting the TCR locus to achieve V -to-J joining, followed by further selection events involving the completed TCR. Work done by many groups over the past three decades has revealed multiple molecular levels involved in regulating these dynamics, including RAG1/2 expression, chromatin remodeling, The prevailing theory for the interpretation of these profiles relies upon a regulated model wherein following biallelic DJ joining and the assembly of a primary VDJ+, AE prevents further V rearrangement via inhibitory signaling from the newly formed pre-TCR (Khor and Sleckman, 2002; Brady et al., 2010a) . This scenario is supported by a wealth of experimental data, including the finding that engineered deficiencies in pre-TCR formation or pre-TCR-mediated signaling in developing
T-cells result in the disruption of TCR AE (von Boehmer et al., 1998).
AE completion is thought to consist of two functional phases: an initiation phase of monoallelic activation to prevent V gene rearrangements from occurring simultaneously on both alleles, and a maintenance phase of feedback inhibition to suppress continued rearrangement (Gorman and Alt, 1998) . Although the latter phase is sufficiently well defined in developing T-and B-cells to rally community consensus, cracking the code of monoallelic activation still represents a topical and controversial subject. Indeed, common interpretations consider no less than three types of distinct scenarios, including: ( ) clonal allelic predetermination on a fifty-per-cent chance basis, associated with differential replication timing and suppressive pericentromeric recruitment of the late-replicating allele (Mostoslavsky et included, respectively). Likewise, in the context of scenario ( ) or ( ) particularly, it is uncertain how the system manages to proceed efficiently with biallelic usage as suggested by the frequent appearance of VDJ-/VDJ+ cells [i.e. following the production of a primary VDJ-joint, how could the suppressed, pericentromeric recruited allele be steadily reactivated -(scenario ( )); or, how could the two alleles be used in a statistically significant manner assuming a necessarily low probability of individual allele usage to efficiently prevent allelic inclusion -(scenario ( ))?]. Finally, none of these scenarios takes into account the real fact that aside from the two prominent VDJ+/DJ and VDJ-/VDJ+ genotypes, less common TCR profiles, comprising either two distinct VDJ+ or a VDJ+ and a non rearranged germline (GL) allele, are also observed in low but significant fractions of T-cells (2017)]. In this way, we have previously used Markov chain-based modeling to address the aforementioned issues, and thus demonstrated that TCR AE could be enforced by combining three separate concepts -allele independency, probabilistic behaviors and regulated feedback -on a dynamical basis, with all the cell subsets that emerge from the TCR assembly process now incorporated into a unique distribution (Farcot et al., 2010) . Transition parameters implied that V -to-DJ joining occurs over a longer time frame in comparison to either the D -to-J rearranging step or the feedback closing step (Farcot et al., 2010) . Though these findings seem to support the widespread notion that the initiation of TCR AE is dependent solely and exclusively on V gene recombination, paradoxical results led us to consider the new and unconventional idea that it might instead primarily depend on probabilistic events that lead to the onset of D -to-J rearrangement and that are perhaps overlooked by our Markov-chain-based modeling. Specifically, the period of time to achieve D -to-J recombination turned out to be overly brief when based on allotted Markovian times (Farcot et al., 2010) . However, this initial step is in fact thought to require intricate epigenetic changes during the regional conversion from a repressive to an active chromatin status (Sikes and Oltz, 2012; Jaeger et al., 2013). Based on the compelling evidence that epigenetics contributes towards the modulation of cellular plasticity in development (Pujadas and Feinberg, 2012) , we wished to explore the possibility that, in establishing the chromosomal landscape required for the onset of D -to-J rearrangement, noisy kinetics significantly contribute towards promoting TCR AE.
Our mathematical simulations presented here provide strong support for this original hypothesis.
Results

Modeling the dynamics of TCR recombination in single developing T-cells
In DN thymocytes, TCR gene activation for recombination depends on cooperative outputs from cis-regulatory elements, including the transcriptional enhancer E and D -flanking promoters pD s (Sikes and Oltz, 2012) . At this stage, attributes of relaxed chromatin (Pol-II-generated GL transcripts, However, although our current assumption primarily concentrates stochasticity on the epigenetic allele-specific activation events that are mandatory to the onset of TCR recombination, it is likely that all following steps in the developmental process, including D -to-J and V -to-DJ recombination and feedback inhibition, also obey probabilistic rules, albeit, we surmise, to lower magnitudes.
To ensure the simulation of all of the above conditions, we devised a model system based on discrete time modeling (for comprehensive mathematics, SI Appendix, section S1/Methods), which altogether defines a rule-based framework for timely progression of V(D)J recombination at dual TCR alleles in single developing T-cells. In this system, asynchrony that is introduced during the initiation phase is propagated along the whole developmental process until an asymptotic status is achieved. Importantly however, as a corollary of discretization, delay effects [<1 time unit ( . .) in length and which can therefore be overlooked with respect to overall stochasticity as a first approximation] do in fact take place during every single step in the mathematical model [e.g. Coutinho et al. (2006) ]. Thus, the selected formalism offers a double advantage: it keeps free-parameterization at a minimum for formal challenging of a dominance of prime activation events at low risk of overfitting, and yet tolerates a lower degree of freedom during each of the subsequent steps that complete the dynamics. Specifically, our system is made up of pairs of three symmetrical, interacting variables -one triplet set for each TCR allele. In line with our prime hypothesis, the first pair [( 1 , 2 ); equation (1)] are Boolean input variables, which compute the stochastic transition of GL TCR alleles from a recombination-incompetent stage ( =0) to a status that is primed for the onset of TCR gene recombination ( =1), i.e. up to the precise time point at which D -to-J recombination is initiated (each 1 and 2 initialized to 0 at =0). At each and every time step, there is a probability for to switch from 0 to 1. (5) and (6)]. Briefly, marks the time at which a D-to-J recombination reaction begins on the earlier-rearranging allele (as one switches from 0 to 1 for the first time), while defines the time lag between this initial event on the two homologous alleles, specific to the given cell [geometric distribution of s directly derived from stochastic parameters , equations (10)- (13); also see Fig. S1 for graphical representations of the theoretical distribution and partition fonction of ]. For each allele, it takes and > to achieve D-to-J and V-to-DJ recombination, respectively. Completion of each event corresponds to the point when (resp. ) exceeds the threshold (resp. ).
Thus, the first-rearranging allele ( 2). Timeline scenarios cluster into three classes, each containing histories endowed with an equal probability of reaching identical dual allele configurations ( 1 , 2 , 3 , bordered by unique colors in Fig. 2 ). The value of relative to and + defines the class to which the individual cell belongs:
1 (in cases where ≤ ; pertaining to the VDJ+/VDJ-and VDJ+/VDJ+ cell fates); or 2 ( < ≤ + ; including the VDJ+/VDJ-and VDJ+/DJ cell fates); or 3 ( > + ; comprising the VDJ+/VDJ-and VDJ+/GL cell fates). These scenarios of cell histories differentiate our dynamical model from those based on a biphasic view/instructive mode of AE initiation [which is that only following a non-productive V-to-(D)J prime allele rearrangement would the opposite allele be subsequently recombined, e.g. Chaumeil and Skok (2013); Levin-Klein and Bergman (2014)], which solely considers a ' 2 -like' distribution of asymptotic outcomes (or ' 3 -like', in case of a one-step V-J junctional event).
Modeling the dynamics of TCR genotype distributions in developing T-cells
In the model system we describe, individual cells and developmental cell fates are independent.
Therefore, addressing the dynamics of TCR genotypic changes in separate subsets of developing T-cells is straightforward, and is accomplished by summing up the relative fractions of single-cell profiles shown in figure 2. To begin with, we modeled the genotype evolution within a set of progenitors that concurrently engage in TCR gene recombination. In this case of synchronously developing cells, the distribution of TCR genotypes at any time during the recombination process can be viewed as a vector , ( ) in the space of linear combinations of ten possible subsets ( = 0, ..., 9) [SI Appendix, S1/equations (8)- (14) anticipated to be evenly split among the various subsets at each time step.
With the notable exception of early-stage thymic embryogenesis, the DN cell compartment does not typically accommodate a unique cohort of synchronously differentiating T-cells (Ramond et al., 2014) . Rather, it is supplied with TCR -unrearranged cell precursors, and is drained of advanced cells, including TCR -rearranged (productively or not) thymocytes. Our mathematical model can be applied to these cellular inflow/outflow situations by considering cell-subsets as before, while also having distinct 0 . To integrate cell departure, we relied on a 'stage-span' window , so that individual cells will be withdrawn from the pooled system . . after completion of TCR recombination. In this context, , which is not an additional parameter in the model (whatever setting value, the whole dynamics will be respected), simply prevents cell accumulation. Importantly, in the constant inflow situation, and from the steady state asymptotic regimen onwards, ratios of the various TCR genotype outcomes are mathematically identical to those in the synchronous case described above [SI Appendix, S1/equations (15) and (16)].
In summary, considering the synchronous or asynchronous case without bias, the probability distributions ℙ ( = ), defined along with equation (1) 
Calibration of the model system reveals approved values of TCR 60/40 ratio
We first proceeded with model calibration, to ascertain whether our model system may be solved such that predictions of AE measurable observables can be obtained. In the situation where 1 = 2 = , equation (13) Table 2 ). In equation (13), is a strictly monotonic function of for any fixed , whereas each of the two 9 (VDJ+/VDJ+) and 7
(VDJ+/GL) fractions (which we named and , respectively) is found in only the 1 or 3 subclass, respectively. Consequently, provided that is set first (without loss of generality we set = 
Model studies predict elements of robustness of the TCR AE process
To further characterize the properties of our model, we simulated the evolution of TCR genotypes within synchronous cells displaying distinct sets of values (Fig. 3) , including those in the wt case 
We performed similar simulations of asynchronously developing cells considering the ( 1 = 2 = ) condition and two types of influx supply dynamics, either constant or periodic (Fig. 4A/B ).
Thus, we verified the predicted synchronous/asynchronous equivalence for final subpopulations in the case of constant influx (e.g. far right panels in Fig. 3A/4A ). Likewise, even though stable ratios are not permanently conserved in the periodic influx situation ( Fig. 4B ; observed oscillations here reflect on and off periods in flow supply), averaging these quantities over a whole oscillation period in fine yields distributions similar to those in the case of constant influx (Fig. 4C) . In short, insofar as 3 , 5 , 7 , and 9 populations are considered (in practice those that are commonly accessible to the experimentalist), synchronous and asynchronous regimens using the same -and -based parameterization of the modeling system lead to identical distributions -and fit those found in bona To reveal the dynamical attributes of the model, we next examined the simulated trajectories depicted in Fig. 3 . In the wt situation, TCR final states compatible with experimental margins are all handled relatively shortly after initiation of the dynamic process, without the need for any additional parameter ( Fig. 3A; asymptotic regimens beginning at = 90-120 . .). In this setting, the DJ/DJ genotype has mostly reached its maximal value (and consequently few alleles remain in the GL configuration) when the first attempt for V-to-DJ rearrangement takes place (arrows); this accounts, with minimal constraint, for the general view that most developing T-cells have achieved left two panels). In both cases, this was followed by increased representation of VDJ+/GL ( 7 ) cells and, conversely, by decreased fractions of both VDJ+/DJ ( 3 ) and VDJ+/VDJ-( 5 ) cells and nearcomplete absence of VDJ+/VDJ+ ( 9 ) cells (right two panels). Overall, this implies that in these two instances, TCR AE would be enforced while the system's productivity (in terms of kinetic efficiency to yield comparable amounts of productively rearranged cells) would be reduced. Finally, the whole dynamics appear accelerated as increases on one or both alleles, with, in either condition, the somewhat earlier implementation of asymptotic profiles ( Fig. 3D-E) . However, in contrast to the above findings, eventual effects on cell distribution pertain only to the symmetrical ( 1 = 2 ) situation, which solely displays increased VDJ+/VDJ+ ( 9 ) cells, near-complete absence of VDJ+/GL ( 7 ) cells, and an inversion of the VDJ+/DJ ( 3 ) to VDJ+/VDJ-( 5 ) ratio. This suggests that an additional, unanticipated function of in this system is to act as a point of regulation to ensure robustness of the AE process.
To thoroughly explore the effects of value variation on the yield of allelically included cells, we established the plot ( 1 , 2 ). Thus, values mostly display a growing series of 'L-shaped' isocurves (Fig. 5) . Appreciable expansion of [where VDJ+/VDJ+ cells are more than around 4 -5% of mature T-cells, up to the theoretical 20% max. when AE is nil] requires that be increased on both alleles (note that, conversely, AE is ultimately enforced when either one or both is/are decreased, as predicted). In the common situation of symmetric incrementation, reads along the diagonal 1 = 2 .
In asymmetric cases [ 1< 2 (resp. 2< 1)], however, displays 'off-diagonal' entries that hold within values relatively close to the corresponding lower on the diagonal, and maximum values (and therefore extent of allelic inclusion) that are restrained [ Fig. 5 Furthermore, the model appears to comprise key elements of stability and robustness, helping to optimally manage the dual objective of promoting independent dual allele usage and uneven development of allelically excluded/included cells. This may be essential, considering a system in which mono-allelic expression primarily depends on imprecise DNA recombination events that frequently results in non-functional CJs.
Model studies predict measurable outcomes from DJ and VDJ knock-in studies
Two studies that analyzed strains of knock-in (KI) mice carrying either a rearranged DJ or a rearranged Both studies established end distributions of the VDJ/DJ and VDJ/VDJ configurations of TCR alleles using T-cell hybridomas from KI animals. We relied on these data, in particular those derived from heterozygous T-cells in which wt and mutant alleles can compete simultaneously, to challenge the fit of our model after either ( ) or ( + ) were set to 0 for one allele, binding the other allele
to wt values. All other parameters were maintained as defined above. In addition, the initial cell population was set to a DJ/GL or VDJ+/GL configuration (rather than GL/GL, as in the wt situation).
Based on the analysis of 247 hybridomas harboring one DJ -preassembled complex, Carpenter 6A ; to be compared with the corresponding data in Fig. 3A ).
An analysis of 171 T-cell hybridomas harboring one functionally preassembled V DJ complex showed a distribution of 5.3% V DJ -rearranged and 26.9% DJ -rearranged wt alleles, respectively However, these conflicting results can be better understood using a dynamical model system like ours, which encompasses all stages of the recombination process (with the reasonable assumption that ectopic versus site-specific genomic integrated VDJ+ inserts behave differently in terms of timing in developmental expression). Indeed, resulting simulations from our revised model ( =0 / =0 at one allele, which is also considered to be functional in all cells, and not just one third of them, throughout the simulation period) retrieved values of 0.94% (V DJ ) and 28.43% (DJ ) on the wt alleles ( Fig. 6B ; SI Appendix, S1/Suppl. hybridomas, respectively) may not be without statistical impact on the confidence intervals for the biological data, especially with respect to the V DJ fraction. This may partly account for the variation between values reported in (Brady et al., 2010b) and our simulation results. Furthermore, the KI mice used in this study harbor TCR alleles with duplicated D 1-J 1 and D 2-J 2 clusters on the wt allele and a D 2-J 2 cluster downstream of the inserted segment on the mutant allele. As parallel analyses implied that DJ 2 complexes are used in further V-to-DJ rearrangement on the mutant allele in ∼3% of homozygous hybridomas (Brady et al., 2010b) , one may indeed expect a slightly increased fraction of VDJ+ wt alleles in this case of D-J cluster duplication, i.e. following cell rescue as also predicted from our current modeling views (SI Appendix, section S5). Overall, we therefore conclude that our model system is not only able to satisfactorily simulate published data, but also able to provide a straightforward explanation for the observations that KI of a DJ -rearranged segment does not impact upon AE at the T-cell population level, yet results in an increased frequency of VDJ+ rearrangements at this site (Carpenter et al., 2009) . Furthermore, the model system also corroborates data showing that KI of a VDJ+ preassembled segment does impact, to varying degrees, on both V-to-DJ and D-to-J rearrangement outcomes at the opposite wt allele (Brady et al., 2010b) . Considering the overall picture drawn by our simulations, the above statements also suggest that the stochastic events that open the TCR alleles for recombination and/or expression are independent of the rearrangement status (GL, as in the wt allele; DJ or V DJ , as in the KI allele). We note that one hallmark common to all these alleles, regardless of their configuration, consists of the presence of the enhancer E , in association with either the promoters pD or V and flanking architectural, long-range tethering elements [e.g. Majumder et al. (2015)]. Recent evidence suggests that critical shifts during lymphoid cell development are accompanied by large-scale changes in epigenetic markers associated with enhancers, promoters and architectural elements of cell-lineage-specific genes, including antigen receptor genes (Benner et al., 2015) . In line with this and our modeling precepts, we propose that chromatin opening of these various alleles proceeds coincidentally (though not necessarily simultaneously) -mostly involving E -driven probabilistic outputs and functional interactions between these various cis-regulatory elements in the 3D nuclear context -to begin the course of TCR gene expression, recombination and appended AE profiles, as observed in the corresponding T-cells. 
Model studies predict observable TCR repair foci and system-relevant timings
We next wished to examine whether a better temporal picture of our model could be obtained from experimental results. In the absence of real-time insights into sequential rearrangements at dual TCR alleles in single DN cells, we considered a recent study that used 3D immuno-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to visualize newly generated RAG-dependent DSBs at TCR loci based on the accumulation of the DNA-repair protein 53BP1 (Chan et al., 2013) . However, this study reported a low ratio of 53BP1 + TCR foci in DN thymocytes (<10%), which, in light of the recurrent positioning of TCR alleles at the nuclear periphery ( Building on these assets, we then took advantage of the latter experimental values to determinefollowing mathematical refinements aimed at more precisely tracking RAG-dependent DSB kinetics throughout the 1 , 2 , and 3 subsets -realistic estimates for mean residence time and time unit in the model system [RT = 89ℎ; . . =1.18ℎ; SI Appendix, S6B, equations (17)- (20) and Fig. S6-2 ].
This offered the opportunity for a direct assessment of typical time-frames in the system (Table   1 ; SI Appendix, S6B, Additional comments #1 and #2). Importantly, we note that the former two estimates of RT = 89ℎ and . . =1.18ℎ are consistent with experimentally derived approximations of the duration of the DN2-DN3 developmental window (Vasseur et al., 2001 
Discussion
We created a mathematical model in order to test the hypothesis that cell-to-cell interallelic variabil- Our simulations reconcile all these data, at lower regulatory cost, as they support a dynamical cell-system in which allele asynchronicity generated by probabilistic events prior to D -to-J rearrangement can account for the observed distribution of TCR genotypes, while also highlighting that the DJ/DJ prevalence can peak prior to the first V-to-DJ joining attempt. Moreover, the model provides rational explanations of the antipodal observations of V gene AE, DJ joining ubiquity, and seeming scarcity of RAG-mediated DSB foci at TCR alleles (Chan et al., 2013) . In fact, the model provides these explanations without suggesting that the TCR alleles are inefficient in their ability to undergo V(D)J recombination (after all, nearly all cells experience dual allele activation/rearrangement at some point in their own development), eventually reconciling stochasticity in recombination with developmental cell productivity [see e.g. (1998)] . Finally, the model system also presents a broader interpretation of various genetic mutations known to affect AE in T lymphocytes (SI Appendix, S7B). Underlying principles that direct these events can be accommodated by our dynamical model if considered as part of a hierarchical progression, in which allele-and cell-specific kinetic fluctuations generated during this step (united under parameter ) remain limited with respect to those responsible for prime asynchronicity (note that we thus do not consider that all these later events are homogeneously invariant at all TCR alleles). It is now recognized that early developing cells could have a relatively high stochastic variation across the genome compared to more differentiated cells, with epigenetically regulated variability impinging on early developmental plasticity, followed by less variable, canalization periods of development to produce consistent phenotypic outcome(s) (Pujadas and Feinberg, 2012) . In these contexts, earlier views of autonomous blocks in V-to-DJ recombination, largely from studies involving the Igh locus ( ). Overall, we therefore argue that bound parameterization (and , see below) does not invalidate the meaning of the model, as their dwell-time ± standard deviation values plausibly oscillate over shorter time-ranges when compared to those which lead to allelic differential activation.
Gorman and Alt
Parameter , which covers the entire period of time from the expression of a VDJ+ assembled gene to feedback trans-inhibition, presumably includes basic cellular processes (transcription and RNA processing, nuclear export and translation of mRNA, and protein folding and delivery), as well as DN cell-specific events (including pre-TCR assembly and ensuing signaling and inhibitory outcomes). Although the precise timelines of these processes are unknown, those steps that have been studied individually (in the case of TCR, Ig, or other gene/protein paradigms) were found to be on the scale of minutes to ≤1hr duration (SI Appendix, S7A, for further discussion of timings supposedly integrated by ). This suggests that when applied to the 3 -4.5 day period necessary for DN2-DN3 development (Vasseur et al., 2001 ), these steps normally also have limited impact on the course of the dynamical system process, so that most cells would comply with the > precept.
It is tempting to consider that, providing recalibration, our model system could likewise be tailored to the analysis of recombination dynamics at other TCR or Ig genes, and to the analy- 
Materials and Methods
Detailed modeling procedures, including mathematical formulations [Equations (1) 
